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BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. Introduced Worldwide
“ACE COMBAT 7” for PlayStation®4,
Which Comes with PlayStation®VR-specific Content
The latest offering from the best-selling flight shooting game series which exceeded
cumulative shipment of 14 million all over the world
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. (Headquarters: Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo; President & CEO: Satoshi Oshita)
announced that “ACE COMBAT 7” for PlayStation®4 will be released worldwide, its latest flight shooting game
derived from the “ACE COMBAT” series, which exceeded cumulative shipment of 14 million in the world. The
game will come with PlayStation®VR-specific content, allowing players to enjoy a flight experience in the sky
close to reality.
■The latest offering from the best-selling shooting game series in 8 years
revolutionalizes flying experience in the sky!
“ACE COMBAT” is the flight shooting game series in which players can enjoy
pleasant experience of freely flying in the virtual space faithfully replicating the
real sky, in a crisscrossing manner. Like a real flying ace, the players will locate
and shoot down opponents and feel a sense of accomplishment by overcoming
difficulties that come their way. Since its launch in 1995, the series has exceeded
14 million cumulative shipment in the world. This year celebrating its 20th
anniversary, “ACE COMBAT 7” is the latest game in 8 years after “ACE COMBAT
6 – Fires of Liberation”.
Players will be able to enjoy revolutionary flying experience in the sky. It pursued
to allow them to freely fly with sense of speed in beautifully rendered cloud-filled
sky on the PS4®. Dog-fights with opponents by leveraging ultra-modern super
weapons and overcoming difficult situations to fight against super-sized aircrafts
will be certain to give players a sense of accomplishment, all of which represent a
thrilling story an flying ace will go through.
■Comes with Play Station®VR-specificd Content!
“ACE COMBAT 7” will come with PlayStation®VR-specific content, too, which will be introduced by Sony
Computer Entertainment Inc. We have received many voices from customers that they want to enjoy the “ACE
COMBAT” series in a virtual reality space. The development is proceeding to overlook a panoramic view of land
and sky and replicate the flying experience close to reality in which players can feel as if they are really in the
cockpit of an aircraft.
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. advances planning and development of new product, and is committed to
delivering completely new experiences like never before to keep our customer thrilled.
[Product Outline]
Product Name

ACE COMBAT 7

Launching Day

To be determined

Genre

Flight shooting

Target Age

To be determined

Compatible Platforms
Official Website URL

PlayStation®4

Sales Territories

Japan, North America, Europe and Asia

Copyright
Information

http://ace-7.bn-ent.net/
All trademarks and copyrights associated with the manufacturers, aircraft, models, trade names, brands and visual images depicted in this
game are the property of their respective owners, and used with such permissions.
(C) 2004 - 2015 EPIC GAMES, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Unreal, the circle-U logo and the Powered by Unreal Technology logo are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States and elsewhere.
trueSKY™ Copyright (C) 2015 Simul Software Ltd. (C) BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.

*All other company and product names used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
*The information in this press release is the latest information available at the time of release. Please note that the contents may change
without prior notice.
* "PlayStation" and “PS4" are the registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
* Please use a © drawn in a circle for the copyright notification “(C)”.

